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ABSTRACT 

A class of imaging, condensing, and collimating devices for x-rays is investigated which is based 

on the use of an array of small channels of square cross-section. The focusing and collimating 

effect arises from external reflection of near-grazing-incidence rays at the interior channel 

surfaces. Rays are redirected by being singly reflected from two orthogonal channel surfaces 

and are imaged from a source point to a square region with a side-length Afr +1 times that of 

the channel side-length, where MT\s the transverse magnification. The image and source locations 

are related by a thin lens formula. The point spread function and the efficiency of these focusing 

devices are calculated. Two energy regimes with different channel reflectivity characteristics 

are examined in detail: the hard-x-ray regime (£ > 8 keV) and the soft-x-ray regime (E < 200 

eV). For these cases the efficiency of focusing x-rays depends only on the channel aspect ratio 

and reflectivity parameters. A discussion is made of channel plates of other configurations, such 

as arrays of rectangular channels. The results are supported by Monte Carlo simulations. 

Keywords: x-ray optics; x-ray focusing; x-ray collimation; x-ray imaging; micro-channel 

plates; grazing-incidence reflection; soft-x- :ay microscopy 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In x-ray optics, as in other areas of optics, there is a need for devices that are able to collect 

large quantities of radiation and collimate it or focus it on to a sample. Since it is not possible 

to significantly refract x-rays these devices must rely on diffractive optics, such as zone plates1 

or the crystal lenses2, or on reflective optics, such as Welter mirrors3,4, tapered capillaries5, and 

synthetic multilayer elements6. The zone plate has achieved considerable success in soft x-ray 

microscopy in the wavelength region 2.2 - 4.4 nm (the water windc N), but is no longer effective 

at significantly shorter wavelengths. Further, zone plates with good collection efficiency (i.e. 

small /-number) are fragile and very difficult to manufacture. The crystal lens concept is pro

mising, but is not yet very highly developed. Recently a compact scanning soft x-ray microscope 

operating at 14 nm and employing multilayer optics has been constructed and tested7. Further 

developments in multilayer coatings should lead to extending the wavelength range into the 

water window. Reflective optics has reached a considerable degree of refinement but usually 

suffers from substantial off-axis aberrations and relatively low collection efficiency. 

The idea of using an array of circular channels as a set of reflecting elements, so as to 

condense radiation, has been suggested and analysed both theoretically and experimentally8,9. 

This technique shows promise of overcoming some of the difficulties concerning other con

densing techniques, but is not suitable as a true focusing device due to the fact that the cylindrical 

channels are mirrors with very short focal lengths and hence rays reflecting from a single channel 

diverge. The purpose of this paper is to present a detailed theoretical and computational analysis 

of the use of a capillary array of optical elements in the specific case where each capillary is of 

square cross-section. This configuration is shown to have considerable advantages over the 

circular channel device in that it is able to produce a genuine focus. As with the circular channel 

device, the array discussed here promises remarkable insensitivity to source location and device 

alignment. It should also be possible to collimate or condense radiation through the use of curved 
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plates. The basic concepts underlying these devices are closely related to those underlying 'he 

function of compound eyes of some crustaceans10, the "lobster eye" telescope11 and some other 

related concepts in x-ray astronomy12,13 

2 OPTICAL ARRAYS 

Optical devices consisting of arrays of elements have been of interest for some time in a 

variety of contexts. In the field of x-ray optics, array devices have been proposed for x-ray 

telescopes, although practical difficulties have limited their application. A microchannel plate 

(MCP) has been used to act as a large aperture collimator for a two-dimensional imaging 

spectrometer to study x-ray emission from plasmas.1415 The focusing properties of the collimator 

were not considered in this case. Optical arrays are also often used in visible light instrumentation. 

Shaomin and Ronchi16 have reviewed a matrix treatment of arrays of identical elements. This 

technique has provision for only one paraxial ray per element and is not applicable to the treatment 

used in this paper which, as will be seen, allows consideration of a distribution of rays striking 

each element. 

Consider a spherically curved or flat channel plate consisting of numerous small channels 

aligned with their axes perpendicular to the plate surfaces. The general idea underlying focusing 

by such a channel plate is that x-rays radiating from a point which enter a channel are reflected 

by total external reflection at the channel surface. They can thus be redirected towards the optic 

axis. The channel widths are large enough so that propagation of light through the channels can 

be described by ray optics. That is, the channel widths are much larger than the wavelength of 

light and the channels are not waveguides of the type described by Ceglio et al." The ability of 

a channel plate to focus radiation, in general, depends on the shape of the channels, the area of 

the channel surfaces that rays from a certain point can intercept, tne number of reflections that 

a ray undergos before emerging from the channel, and the reflective properties of the channel 

surface. With circular channels, there exists a single straight line along the cylinder, parallel to 
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the long symmetry axis of the cylinder, for which rays are reflected back to the optic axis. As 

the rays hit points on the channel surface further away from this line they will be diverted further 

away from die optic axis, leading to significant focusing errors. 

In this paper we consider the use of square cross section channels in which a ray is focused 

by being singly reflected from two adjacent orthogonal surfaces of the channel (see figure 1). 

This is a form of the familiar "corner cube" effect. This scheme should produce much higher 

quality focusing than can a circular channel array. Compared with circular channel focusing 

aberrations the aberration for a square channel array are much smaller and have a magnitude 

which depends on the channel width. 

Asa result of the "comer cube" effect die family of arrays composed of rectangular channels 

appears to offer the best focusing performance out of all possible channel cross sections. It is 

the purpose of this paper to predict die x-ray focusing performance of such channel plates. To 

characterise me performance, die size and intensity profile of die focus, or the point spread 

funct'.on, will be calculated. From this a single quantity, die collection efficiency, which is here 

defined as die ratio of the number of rays tiiat are focused to die total number of rays reaching 

me front of die plate within a certain acceptance solid angle (determined by 'he maximum grazing 

angle of reflection), can be derived and used to determine the optimum plate configuration. In 

section 3 expressions for diese quantities are derived for die case of a plate with square channels. 

In section 4 these expressions are tiien used to develop an improved configuration with better 

focusing ability. 

Two of the main areas of application of die channel plates are envisaged as a condenser 

lens for soft x-ray microscopy and as flux collectors for x-ray analytical instruments. The design 

of the channel plate will depend on the type of x-ray source. In die case of a synchrotron source 

the plate might be used to focus a quasi-parallel beam of x-ray % whereas if a plasma source is 

used then the plate would more likely be used to focus point to point. In the case of x-ray analytical 

instruments the channel plate could be used as a precollimator coupled to a monochromator to 

effectively increase the angle of acceptance of the monochromator. In section 5 the x-ray 

reflectivity of a smooth surface is reviewed and it is noted that for the two energy regimes under 
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consideration, the variation of reflectivity with angle of incidence of the radiation differs quite 

markedly. Using some convenient approximate reflectivity functions the analysis will be 

extended separately for hard x-ray optics (section 6) and soft x-ray optics (section 7). Finally, 

in section 8, calculations are made of the collection efficiency and the size and profile of the 

focal spot for channel plates used as condensers and precollimators in the appropriate x-ray 

energy range. 

The symbols that are to be used in this paper are given in table 1 for convenience. 

3 GENERAL MODEL FOR SQUARE CROSS-SECTION, STRAIGHT 

CHANNEL OPTICS 

The collection efficiency of a channel plate is defined here as the fraction of the rays within 

the solid angle of acceptance of the plate which are reflected into the focus. The solid angle of 

acceptance is determined by the maximum angle of reflection of the x-rays and the geometry of 

the plate. Along with the size of the focal spot and its structure, the collection efficiency can be 

used to determine quantities such as intensity or brightness of die focus, or, in the case of an 

extended source, the intensity or brightness of die image of that source. By examining how 

collection efficiency depends on channel plate parameters, efficient plates can be designed. 

Consider a ch?nnel plate, spherically curved to a radius of curvature/?, and made up of an 

array of identical hollow channels arranged in a square lattice, with the long symmetry axes of 

the channels perpendicular to the plate surfaces. The cross-section of each channel is a square 

with side length d, and the length of each channel, r, is equal to the thickness of the plate. The 

channel walls have a non-zero thickness, resulting in a spacing between the channels greater 

than d. To characterise this we will quote the open area ratio T| which is the proportion of the 

total cress sectional area of the channels to the total area of the plate. The channels are perfectly 

regular in that the channel walls are flat and adjacent walls are at right angles for the whole length 

of the channel, and the walls are perfectly smooth. We define the optic axis as the line which 
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intersects the centre of curvature of the plate and the x-ray (point) source. For flat plates the optic 

axis is the line perpendicular to the plate which intersects the source point. The geometry assumed 

for the analysis is shown in figure 2. 

Rays leaving the source are reflected off the interior walls of the hollow channels. A 

meridional ray (defined here as a ray which remains in a plane containing the optic axis after 

being reflected) reflecting from a point midway along the length of a channel will intersect the 

optic axis a distance /, away from the centre of the channel plate, where 

l-l- = ̂  (1) 

and where R is defined to be positive when the plate is concave when viewed fi- m the source. 

The distances I, and /, are defined as positive when the source is in front of the plate and the image 

is behind the plate. If /, < RI2 then ^is positive as shown in figure 2, while if /, > R/2 then /, i-

negative and the image is virtual. 

Note the analogy between a curved plate and a spherical mirror of the same curvature10. 

If the distances from an object to a spherical mirror and from the mirror to the image are taken 

as positive when the image is real, then the relation between the conjugates is the same as equation 

(1) except for the sign of /, Thuc, in this analogy, the virtual images of the mirror correspond to 

real images of the channel plate, and the focal length of the plate is Rfl. The analogy holds even 

for flat plates and mirrors which implies that a flat plate has infinite focal length. Curved channel 

plates, as with spherical mirrors, exhibit spherical aberration. This can be characterised in the 

same way as for spherical mirrors and lenses18. This aberration will not concern us here since 

we are dealing with paraxial rays. 

If the source is extended then there will be an optic axis defined for each source point. On 

these axes, at a distance /, from the channel plate, also lie the image points. Since all these axes 

are lines radiating from the centre of curvature of the channel plate, the transverse magnification 

of the image will be given by 

M'=JTT,=T, ( 2> 
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where equation (1) has been used. Note that for real images the magnification is greater than 

one if /, is positive and less than one if I, is negative, that is if the plate is convex when viewed 

from the source. 

As with a spherical minor, when an extended source is placed at the focus of the channel 

plate rays f»x>m each source point are collimated along the axis for that point. Rays originating 

from a point a distance x from the optic axis will be collimated at an angle 2x1 R to the optic axis. 

Another similarity with these systems is the longitudinal magnification. From equation (1) this 

is found to be 

dl, \l,) 

Since /,and /, are measured relative to the centre of the channel plate, the image will be inverted 

longitudinally. 

3.1 Local Reflecting Efficiency 

If nx and «, are me number of times rays reflect from the walls perpendicular to the X- axis 

and y-axis respectively, then rays leaving the source are focused back to the optic axis if nx and 

tiy are both odd. One dimensional focusing occurs when either nx is odd and n, even (in which 

case rays will be focused onto the X-axis) or vice versa. If nx and riy are both even then there will 

be no focusing whatsoever. The fate of each ray depends on the position at which it enters a 

channel. 

Consider a ray which leaves the source and propagates in a direction with angles 9, and 

Qy to the Y-Z and X-Z planes respectively (see figure 2). The ray will strike the channel walls 

perpendicular to the X-axis and y-axis at a grazing angle 9X - <(>x and 9, - <J>, respectively, where 

§x and §y are the angles between the channel axis and the Y-Z and X-Z planes. We will identify 

the channel by the angular coordinates (9„9 y). The projection onto the X-Z plane is shown in 

figure 3a. Assuming that d/ls« 1 so that, initially, the divergence of the rays entering a single 

channel may be ignored, a ray entering the channel within a distance 8,(9,) from the outermost 
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wall will be reflected once. It can be seen from figure 3a that 

51(6I) = r|ex-<J)x|, i e , - < M < 7 

='ie,lx, | e j < V 
where we have introduced the dimensionless parameter 

1 •« , l> 
A ex R 

(4) 

(5) 

Results for flat plates are found by setting % = 1 and results for collimation are found by setting 

X = 0.5. A similar condition to Eq. (4) will apply for walls with normals parallel to the F-axis. 

Thus die front face of the channel can be divided into four regions (see figure 4), with all die 

rays entering a given region leaving the channel in the same direction, and for which die area of 

each depends on the channel position. 

Single reflections occur for angles up to 2d/(f%) (figure 3b), after which the rays will be 

reflected more often. Thus the length 8, for single reflections can be written as 

d 

(6) 6,(6) = 
<ieix, |G|<-

X' 

2d-t\Q\x, - < | 8 | < — 
X' X'-

Conditions for double or triple reflections from parallel walls can be found in a similar fashion. 

In general, for n reflections 

5,(6) = 

. . . . 1 W (n - \)d . A . nd 
t\Q\X-(n-\)d, —jf-^^-ji 

{n + l)d-t\Q\X, ^ < | e ,<^±lM 
X' X'-

n = l,2,... (7) 

A ray can only pass through a channel undeviated when 191< dl(t%). The distance from 

the channel wall for this is given by 

d 
80(9) = rf-r|eix, 101 < 

tx 
(8) 
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The functions 5B(8) are shown in figure 5. 

The local reflecting efficiency, e^. (8X, 8,), can be defined for a plate of unity open area 

as the fraction of die photons entering a channel at angular coordinates (6Z, 6,) that are successfully 

reflected nx and n, times from channel walls perpendicular to the X- and X-axis respectively: 

\4^Vsj2R^X)R\%X)\(Bx\(%)- (9) 

A plot of Et, i(8„ 6,) with /? (6) = 1 is shown in figure 6. This plot shows the proportion of rays 

entering a channel which will be reflected into the focus, and so shows die regions of die plate 

which strongly focus die rays. 

3.2 Aberrations 

Since the channels are straight, a single channel cannot properly focus the iadiation. That 

is, there will be aberrations in the focusing of the plate, similar to spherical aberration. Ideally, 

each channel should be curved into an ellipse along its axis in order to produce a true focus. As 

was discussed in a previous paper\ a flat plate of thickness t will have a focal region of depth 

2t centred a distance /, away from the plate (see figure 7). Generally, a plate will have a focal 

region of depth (1 +MT)t. The illumination from a single channel on to the two-dimensional focus 

in die image plane is simply the projection of the region of the channel cross-section for which 

rays are reflected an odd number of times from each of the two sets of parallel faces, to a plane 

a distance /, + /, from the source. Thus the contribution to the focal distribution from the channel 

located at the angular coordinates (8X, 8y) is a rectangular area with side-iengths b„(Qx) and bH (8,), 

where 

b„(B) = (l+MT)&M (10) 

The wiuth of the focal spot is given by b^v the maximum value of b, which in turn is 

given by the maximum value of 8„. Thus the two-dimensional focus will in fact be a square, and 

from equation (7) it can be seen that its side-length b,mx is given by 
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&_.. = rf (ID 
d(\+MT), 6 - « > - -

where B ^ is the maximum grazing angle that a ray makes to a channel surface. The maxiiruui 

angle a ray leaving the source makes with the optic axis is then O^X- We will assume thai all 

rays within the solid angle (28mM/502 will be reflected with a non-zero reflectivity. Similarly, the 

width of the focal lines will be &„„. 

In an efficient collecting system the smallest focal square that can be achieved has a 

side-length of d, corresponding to the case where collimated radiation (for example, from a 

synchrotron) is condensed at a distance R/2 from the channel plate. When a point source is 

collimated using a channel plate, by placing the plate a distance R/2 from the source, with the 

concave side facing die source, then the plate aberrations lead to a divergence of the radiation 

reflected an odd number of times off each set of parallel walls. This aberration angle is given by 

<ae)=8B(e)//, (12) 

since a(0) is simply the angle subtended by the reflecting region of the channel. 

3.3 Point Spread Function 

The focal distribution of the channel plate is a superposition of the contributions of every 

channel. The channel located at the angular coordinates (9X, 8,) contributes to a rectangular area 

in the image plane with side-lengths b(Q J and 6(9 y). Given a point source which emits N 

photons/sec into a solid angle of 4TI steradian, the intensity contribution within this rectangular 

area will be 

i(^)--^i^R"'^)R",^)- , , 3 ) 

The intensity at the image plane at the coordinate (x,y) for the two dimensional focal square is 

obtained by summing the intensities from beams that will illuminate that point. Such beams will 
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be the ones which extend to and beyond the point. The summation of beams can be approximated 

by an integral of intensit::„ /(8„9,) over angles of incidence in the Y-Z and X-Z planes 

respectively, subject to the constraints diat 

&(0,)/2 >x and b(Qy)/2 > y. (14) 

From equation (7) it can be seen that if S ^ is large enough to allow multiple reflections this 

constraint is satisfied if 8 falls witiiin certain intervals, as shown in figure 8a. Consider the interval 

of die largest 8, values and take the case where the maximum number of reflections is m. (The 

intervals calculated below hold for even numbers of reflections as well as odd.) That is 

n D"x 'x 
With Q,^ in this range equation (14) implies mat the intervals are given by 

(15) 

w . i mm «.«.(«'-1)7+ 
2\x\ 

t (l+MT)t 
,. .^d 2|;c| .min ie^ .O + l ) — 

t (\+MT)t 

e, max 

X L nun 
, j - l + z 
1, f.min' 1. 

+ l - z l l 
— I J (16a) 

where i is equal to the number of reflections corresponding to the interval, and hence serves as 

a convenient label for the interval, and 

cc = 

z = -

d ' 

2|JC| 

(17) 

(18) 
(l+MT)d 

The quantity z i: the normalised coordinate for the two-dimensional focal region, and can take 

on values between --1 and 1. The expression for the intervals, equation (16a), is more easily 

understood if we first consider the cases when i < m - 2. The maximum angle of reflection, 

8m„/X> does not fall within these intervals which are given by 

*,•(*) = -
6„ 1 — 1 + 2 i + l - Z 

a a 
a > j + (16ft) 
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These are the intervals shown in figure 8a. Next consider the interval XJx), containing the largest 

values of 0. For this interval there are two cases: 6,^ < md/(tx) and S ^ > mdlity). In the first 

case equation (16a) reduces to 

e„ 
*„(*)=- W=?M m — \<ct<m. (16c) 

which is shown in figure 8b, and in the second case 

x " w =TL^-- n i , n t ' '——}J An<a<m + 1, (16d) 

which is shown in figure 8c. 

The above equations du not hold for the case of zero reflections due to the asymmetry of 

the function 8 0 (see equation (8) and figure S). In this case 

1-zl 

*<,(*) = 
Hi 

_. x L 
mm 1,-

a 

Ha—' 
l X L a . 

0 < a < l 

a > l . 
(16e) 

We denote the intensity profiles of the various foci as I„, where p and q are the parities of 

the number of reflections from walls perpendicular to the X- and X-axes. Using the symbols "e" 

for even and "o" for odd then, for example, '„„ is the intensity profile of the focal square and !„ 

is the intensity profile of the one dimensional focal line parallel to the v-axis. 

The intensity in the focal square is a summation of intensities from channels with angular 

coordinates within the intervals X^x), and intervals X/y), and can be approximated by the integral 

y ) = H 5^1 £ fmtfrfe.x £ ( R'(eyx)dQy\ L(x,y) = 

By a simple change of variable it is seen that 

(19) 

Ioo(*,y) = 
NT\B, mux 

it(\+MTYd*x 
U 

2|JC| 
: ; « 

2 | » ; « ' 
(\+M-)d /<\(1+Af r)d' ) 

(20) 

where 
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/ 0 (z ;a )=I \ RXB/BnJdQ, (21) 
• odd J 

and 

xw^ifM"'" (22) 
Qmw \ 2 

For the reflectivity functions considered in this paper (see equations (47,48)) which have 

only one parameter, that parameter being equivalent to B ^ , die profile function/, is a function 

only of a and z. The procedure presented here to find the profiles I„(x,y) and efficiencies Q w 

can be used for any integrable reflectivity function R(Q). Generally, IM will be a function of a, 

z, and die parameters in R(B). 

Now consider reflection an even number of times from parallel channel walls. There will 

be no accumulation of intensities of beams from many channels and so the intensity in the focal 

plane is given by die intensity at tiiat plane widiout a channel plate but modified by die reflectivity 

of the channel wall. Thus, die intensity Ioe(x,y)of the F-axis focal line will have its y component 

proportional to /?m'(y/[(l +Afr)/,xl), where niy is die number of reflections on surfaces parallel 

to the K-axis, and x component proportional to die x dependent integrals of equation (19). 

However, the focal lines will be broken, and die background will be chequered, due to the 

shadowing of the channel walls. That is, the rays mat are reflected an odd number of times from 

walls perpendicular to the axis of the line focus will be removed from die pattern. The lengdis 

of bright regions will be proportional to 8„, where n is even. The intensity of die illuminated 

regions of die one-dimensional focal line is then: 

' - * ' , ) S 4SU^?* \iWM)Tf{i&M»y ( 2 3 ) 

Similarly the intensity of the illuminated regions of the background, I„(x,y), is proportional to 

the intensity of the undeflected beam modified by the reflectivity functions: 
\ / .. \ 

L<t,y)=T-J?*-rrT,R 4TC/, 2(1+A/ T) 2 l/l+Af r)/.Xj R> (l+A/ r)/,X 
(24) 
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3.4 Collection Efficiency 

The collection efficiency Cln is defined as the proportion of rays in the acceptance solid 

angle of a plate with unity open area that are reflected a number of times of parity p from walls 

normal to the X-axis and a number of times of parity q from walls normal to me K-axis. Since 

the acceptance solid angle of the plate is (26 a u x/x)2 m e average intensities in the focal square, 

the bars, and the diffuse background are given by: 

A'eLAoTi 

= _ j v e = A t L _ 
- 27t(i+M r )/ ,# m i ; l - ; . 

47C(1+Mr)z/,Z 
7 - = Z77T7T35- <2*> 

The average intensity is found by integrating the intensity profiles over the coordinates x 

and y and dividing by the area of the focal region, so that inserting the expression for b,^ into 

equation (25a) and comparing with equation (20) it can be seen that 

<Ua) = {F0(a)}2, (26) 

where 

I /.(I+KrXO ( 2|JC| "\ 

^ ( a ) =^^J^,^/{(rn^ ; aJ^ 
= Cf0(z;a)dz. (27) 

Jo 

The function F0 gives the proportion of flux reflected an odd number of times from walls parallel 

to one of the X- or y-axes. The proportion of total flux that is reflected an even number of times 

can be computed simply by changing the sum in equation (21) over odd reflections by a sum 

over even reflections. This method gives the correct answer, even though rays reflected an even 

number of times are not focussed, since the intervals Xt remain correct for even reflections. Thus 

for even numbers of reflections 
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Fe(a)= I f f Ri(B/QwJdedz . (28) 
t even Jo J 

The general expression for the collection efficiency is then given by 

QM(a)=F p(a)F < |(a). (29) 

It is seen from the above expressions that plates with the same channel aspect ratio give 

the same collection efficiency for a particular x-ray energy (ie. a particular Q^,) independent of 

the curvature of the plates, although the acceptance area of a plate does depend on its curvature. 

The reason for die independence of efficiency on curvature is that the local reflection efficiency 

scales widi 8%, as does me acceptance angle of me plate. 

In an imaging application a major source of background will be due to unfocused radiation. 

Thus it is instructive to compare the average intensities of the focal square with the intensity in 

the line foci. This ratio is given by: 

/ „ _ 2(1 + M r ) / , e m A , _ 4 / A A 

where the expression for MT, equation (2), and the definition of %, equation (5), have been 

combined to give the final expression. It is seen that decreasing the aberration length, bmx, and 

increasing the width of acceptance of the plate, Qn„l„ increases the ratio because the ratio of 

areas of the focal square to the focal lines decreases while the number of photons reflected into 

these areas stays fixed as determined by the collection efficiencies. 

3.5 Extended Sources 

The image of an extended source is the source distribution magnified in the transverse 

plane by MT and convolved with the point spread function of the plate, which consists of a focal 

square, two focal lines, and a diffuse background, centred on the optic axis. The image will not 

be inverted. 
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If the average intensity of the extended source is /, photons / sec / area and emits photons 

into a solid angle 4n then since the solid angle subtended by the square channel plate from the 

source is (IQ^x)2, of which a proportion Q ,̂ are focused to an image wiui magnification MT, 

the intensity of the image will be (ignoring aberrations) 

W^O* (3D 

For a source of spectral brightness B, photons / sec / area / steradian / bandwidth, the image will 

have a brightness 

B^BJOJ*. (32) 

In an imaging system without any losses and where the refractive indices of the media 

containing the source and image are the same, the spectral brightness is a conserved quantity. 

Thus Q^TJ can be used to compare a channel plate imaging system with an ideal imaging system. 

4 OTHER CHANNEL PLATE DESIGNS 

So far the types of channel plates that have been considered have had square channels 

identical in cross section and length, laid out in a square lattice. This model has been useful to 

formulate expressions for the collection efficiency and intensity profiles of the one and two 

dimensional foci. In this section the effect of varying the physical parameters of the plates will 

be examined wim a view to optimising the collection efficiency. 

To increase the collection efficiency we must look to improving the profile of the local 

reflection efficiency, e l f l , since this gives a direct measure of how a particular channel in the 

plate performs. Clearly, also, the number of reflections should be kept down to a minimum to 

reduce losses. Some ways to increase the efficiency involve: i) curving or tapering channels, ii) 

locally varying the plate thickness (r = t(x,y)), Hi) varying the channel width (d = d(x,y)), or 

iv) segmenting the plate13 as shown in figure 9. Shaping and segmenting a plate should be the 
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simplest changes to actually implement since they involve modifying the ordinary flat or curved 

channel plate. Varying die channel widdi would call for complicated construction procedures 

which may be at die limits of technical feasibility. 

If, for one dimensional focusing, we want all rays entering a channel at x to be reflected 

once and only once then we must require that b^x/l,) = d for all values of x. From equation (6) 

it is seen mat to satisfy this condition we could eiuier shape the plate so that t(x) = dlsH\x\ %) 

where d is constant, vary the channel side length so that d(x) = r| JC| yjl, where t is constant, or 

vary die channel width and lengdi together. These variations lead to an optimisation which holds 

for only one value of lr The plates will still focus rays originating from points at odier distances, 

but the efficiency at which they do so will be reduced. For two dimensional focusing, maximum 

collection efficiency would require that S^x//,) = dx and 8\(yll,) = dy for all values of x and y; 

where dx and dy are die channel widtiis in die x and y directions. One way to make a plate witii 

collection efficiency Q„, = 1 is to construct it with rectangular channels with widtiis 

dx(x) = t\x\xllt™ddy(y) = t\y\xjlt. (33) 

However witii this design the maximum aberration lengdi, which is twice the maximum value 

of dx and dy, may be several times larger tiian die minimum channel widtii tiiat can be manufactured 

and so die gain in intensity by increasing the collection efficiency is lost over die larger area. 

By varying the plate thickness aberrations can be kept down to a minimum by making the 

channels as small as possible. However, by only varying thickness it is impossible to design a 

plate that has QM = 1. This is because for the channel located at (x,y) the optimum length of the 

walls parallel to the X-axis is dl,l(\x\ %) and die optimum length of the perpendicular walls is 

dl,l(\ y | %). Since in a given channel all walls have the same length, at leas: one of tiiese conditions 

will not be satisfied. This means that for channels which are not located on the diagonals \x\ =\y\, 

a compromise must be made between satisfying these conditions so that the collective per

formance of the plate is optimised. To produce die best function t(x,y) die coordinates x and y 

must be combined to produce a thickness profile which preserves the four-fold symmetry of the 

plate and which has the value dlj{\ x \ %) when | x | = | v |. Two examples of combining coordinates 

are to take the arithmetical mean, ie. 
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r(x,y) = M,/{(|;c|+|y|)x}, (34) 

or the geometrical mean, ie. 

t(x,y) = dl,l(s!\xj\x)- (35) 

The effect of both of these profiles on the local reflection efficiency e,i(9 x,9 y) is to stretch out 

the four "peaks" (which represent high reflecting efficiency) of its graph along the lines | x | = | y | 

to form "ridges" - thereby increasing the area under the graph, and hence the reflection efficiency. 

The arithmetic mean is the best choice for the thickness profile because it is never less 

than half |x| or |y | , which means that the thickness is never more than twice the optimum 

thickness. With implementation of the geometric mean it would seem that substituting equation 

(34) in to the equation for efficiency (9) gives a 100% efficiency for all channels. This is not the 

case since the channel length will be large enough so that multiple reflections in one dimension 

occur. The length of a channel close to the X- or y-axes gets very large and in fact approaches 

infinity on the axes, since the geometric mean tends to zero. This is undesirable because along 

an axis it is the walls perpendicular to the axis which need to reflect the ray to focus it, and the 

long channels which are on the axis have been optimised in length for reflection from the walls 

parallel to the axis. 

Segmenting the channel plate involves cutting segments from two or more plates and 

recombining them so that diagonals of the square channels generally point towards the origin. 

As can be seen from figure 6, it is the channels whose diagonals do point to the origin (that is, 

thechannels lying along the lines | x | =\y\) which exhibit good reflecting efficiency. Segmenting 

the plate replaces the regions of poor reflecting efficiency with regions of good efficiency by 

filling in the "valleys" of the graph of the local reflecting efficiency e u with more "peaks". 

Notice that unlike the normal flat and curved plates, all the designs presented in this section 

have an axis of symmetry defined by global properties of the plates, such properties being the 

thickness profile of the plate, channel size variation, or segmentation. The design of each of 

these properties has been based on the source point located on this axis, and so the performance 

of the plate will depend on the transverse location of the source point. For extended objects the 
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reflection efficiency Q^will generally decrease as the source points become further away form 

the axis of plate symmetry. The reflection efficiencies £!«, Q„,, and Cla will vary in some ether 

way. The image of the source will no longer be given by the convolution of the point response 

of the plate with the source intensity function. In other words, in common with most other optical 

elements, these plates are spatially variant, and consequentially they are sensitive to transverse 

misalignments. 

5 SPECULAR REFLECTION OF X-RAYS 

When describing the interaction between x-rays and matter it is most convenient to use 

the complex index of refraction 

n = 1 - 8 - / 0 (36) 

where 8 and (i are obtained from the average atomic scattering factor per unit volume of material: 

S = 3 ~ « / „ (37a) 

where n/, and nf2 are the average of the real and complex parts respectively of the scattering 

factor per unit volume of material, and rt is the classical electron radius. These relationships can 

be derived by comparing electromagnetic wave boundary value problems using the complex 

index of refraction and using an atomic approach with the atomic scattering factors19. From this 

S describes the phase change and 0 describes the absorption of the x-rays. 

For a non-absorbing material total external reflection occurs at grazing angles less than a 

critical angle yc, where 

cosy, = 1-8. (38) 
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As glancing angles in a given experiment are increased from below yc to angles above yc, there 

is a very rapid decrease in intensity of the reflected beam near the critical angle. Since $ will 

be non-vanishing, reflectivity is actually less than one for angles less than yc and reflection occurs 

at angles greater than yc. For values of 8 « l r we find 

Y c = K An _ 
(39) 

where N0 is Avogadro's number, Z and A are the atomic number and weight respectively and q 

is the mass density. 

For high energy x-rays (for example, E > 8 Kev) reflecting from materials such as fused 

quartz (SiO^, 3 < $ and the transition between reflecting and non-reflecting as the incident angle 

increases is very sharp. A typical value of yc is of the order of a few milliradians20. 

With reflecting materials for which absorption is significant the reflected intensity varies 

quite differently with reflected angle and the reflectivity function cannot be characterised by a 

critical angle. The reflectivity function in this case can be derived from Fresnel's equations. 

Consider x-rays incident on a material with a complex index of reflection as given in equation 

(36), from air of negligible density. For reflection of radiation which has the electric field vector 

perpendicular to the plane of reflection, the ratio of the complex amplitude of the electric 

component of reflected radiation r„ to the complex amplitude of the electric component of incident 

radiation eK is 2 1 

r, cos<b.-/jcos<t>, 
- = ' . £ (40) 
eK cos <)>, + /! cos q, 

where <J), and <}>, are the optical angles, relative to the interface normal, for the incident and 

transmitted waves respectively. Replacing these angles with the glancing incident angle 0 and 

substituting equation (36), equation (40) becomes for small values of 8 and p" 

r* sin 9 - Vs in 2 6-28-2 /^ 
e« sin9 + Vs in 2 e-28-2 i^ 

where only first order terms of ft and 8 have been retained. 

(41) 
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If we now set 

p + re = V sin2 6 - 2 8 - 2 $ (42) 

it is found that 

P2 = j lsin'e - 2S+V(sin2G - 2of+(2p?J (43a) 

T = p7p (436) 

Substituting the expression p+1 pVp in equation (41) and taking the modulus squared to find the 

reflected intensity, we obtain 

2 _P 2(sine-P) 2+E; 
p2(sin0 + p) 2+p 2 ' k j RJP) = 

Similarly the reflected intensity of waves polarised with electric field components parallel to the 

plane of reflection is given by 

2 p 2 [( l -28)sine-p] 2 +fl 2 ( l -2sine) 2 

* 0(e)H r« (45) 
p2[(l - 28) sin 6 + p] 2+$ 2(1 - 2 sin 6) 2 ' 

For an unpolarised incident beam, the reflectivity is 

b m=MQ)+RM ( 4 6 > 

For low-energy x-rays (for example, E < 200 eV) reflecting from fused quartz, the real 

and imaginary parts of the index of refraction are of the same order of magnitude and so equation 

(46) must be used. Reflectivities of soft x-rays on fused quartz are shown in figure 10 for various 

soft x-ray wavelengths. The values of 8 and p* were calculated from equations (37). Scattering 

factor data was obtained from tables by Henke22 and manipulated using a computer program. 

As can be seen in the figure the reflectivity does not fall abruptly at a certain angle, but for the 

lowest energy the reflectivity almost decreases linearly with glancing angle. 

In the following sections the collection efficiencies of the channel plate will be evaluated 

in two distinct cases: one where the x-ray energy is high enough so that absorption is negligible, 

and the other where the x-ray energy is much lower and absorption is significant. In the first 

case, which we will call the hard x-ray case, the function R (8) is approximated by a step function 
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*(6) = 
i, iei<Ye 

o, iei<Y,. ( 4 7 ) 

In the second case, which we call the soft x-ray case, the reflectivity function is approximated 

by the linear function23 

[ i - ie i /e„ , iei<e m 

where 6 m is the cutoff angle for which reflectivity is zero. Typically, 9,, is of the order of 0.1 

radian. 

In reality reflectivities will only approach the hard x-ray model as energies increase, and 

low-energy x-ray reflectivities may have an inflexion point near the critical angle defined by 

equation (38). Thus the performances of channel plates arc not precisely described by these 

models, which are convenient idealisations, but fall somewhere between the predictions of the 

two. 

6 HARD X-RAY CASE 

For this case, and for the case in section 7 it will he assumed that the maximum angle 8,„„ 

is limited by the maximum angle of reflection and not by the size of the plate or collimation of 

the source. Then Qmt = ye, and so a = tyjd. The intensity profiles of the one and two dimensional 

foci can be derived in terms of the parameter a by calculating the function f0{z;<x) which appears 

in the equation for a channel plate with arbitrary reflectivity, equation (20). In this case, equation 

(21) becomes 

/0(z;a)= £ ( d&, (49) 
i = l, lodd J 

where X\ is given by equation (22) and m is the maximum number of odd reflections possible 

on one set of parallel walls. We define k as the integer part of a. If k is even, the largest number 

of odd reflections m is equal to k + 1. Thus, m - 1 < a < m and so using the form of Xn given 

by equation (16c), 
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dQ = 
, k + z 
1 0<z<oc-Jk a (50a) 
.0 a-k<z<l. 

If it is odd then m = k, which implies that m < a < m + 1. Using the form of Xm given by equation 

(16d) we obtain 

, k-l+z . , . 
1 0<z<k + l-a a 

2(1 -2) 
(506) 

a 
it + l - a < z < l . 

The contributions to the focus from rays reflecting less than m times are found by integrating 

over X'i(x) for i<m-2. That is, 

( dQ=-(l-J a z). (50c) 

To evaluate equation (49) we simply sum the series. When k is even then the number of 

intervals X'„ for odd i and i £ m - 2, is equal to (m - l)/2 = A/2, whilst when it is odd then the 

number of intervals is equal to (m - l)/2 = (k - l)/2. Thus adding equation (50a) to kP. times 

(50c) it is seen that 

(it + l)z 

/O(z;oc) = 
l - : 

a 
0 < z < a - i t 

if k even, (51a) 

I a 
(1-z) a - i t < z < l 

and by adding equation (50b) to (k -1)/2 times (50c), 

/„(z;a) = 
1 — 0<z<fc + l - a a 

* + l 
if k odd. (516) 

I a 
(1-z) Jt + l - a < z < l 

The intensity profiles of the one and two dimensional foci are given by equations (20) and 

(23), inserting the function/, calculated above, and substituting yc for O,^ If the channel aspect 

ratio is a multiple of the critical angle (ie. a = k) then the intensity profile of the focal square 

will be pyramidal and those of the line foci will be triangular. Note that/o(0;cc) = 1. That is the 

intensity in a pixel centred on-axis, in the image plane, approaches the same value as the pixel 
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area approaches zero, independently of a, and so the maximum intensity in the focus is given 

by (NT|Y^)/(7C(1 + Afr)2d2%2), and is independent of die plate thickness. From equations (51) it is 

easily proved that the smallest full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the focal square, along 

the X- or Y-axis will be equal to (1 + MT)d/2. This conditions occurs when a = k, that is, a is an 

integer. Two pyramidal image peaks of equal intensity may just be resolved when spaced apart 

by the FWHM. Thus, in die case where a is an integer the resolution at which an object may be 

imaged wiii be (1 +MT)df(2MT) = %d- The collection efficiency gives a measure of flux Uirough 

die whole focal square. If flux in an area snwler than die focal square is to be maximised then 

die expected flux should be calculated from die intensity profile, and die collection efficiency 

not used as a figure of merit. 

To compute die efficiency of me diffuse background and die one-dimensional foci, die 

function/,, calculated by changing die sum in equation (21) over odd reflections by a sum over 

even reflections. It is found that 

/,(*;«) = 
1 - a 

k + \ 
a 

( 1 - 2 ) 

0 < z < f c + l - a 

Jk + l - a < z < 1 
if k even, (52a) 

and 

/<(z;a) = 

L (k + l)z 
a 0<z <a-k 

[|<i-,> OL-k<Z< 1 
if k odd, {52b) 

The efficiencies of the foci can now be found by applying equations (27) and (28). It is 

easily seen that 

FM) = \ 

a . *(* + l) 
— -k +— A: even 
2 2a 
a . . k{k + l) . ,. -- + k + \———- kodd 2 2a 

(53) 

and by the symmetry apparent in equations (51) and (52) 
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F.(a) = \ 

a , . k(k + l) , —- + ifc + l—^r—- keven 2 2a 

-~k+-±-—- kodd 
2 2a 

(54) 

0.(a) = 

Thus we can calculate the efficiencies into the varying orders 

L f ~ * + 2 a * ( * + 1 ) r * e v e n 

- ^ + * + 1--!-*(*+ 1) , ifcodd 

fa 1 T 
--+k +1 -—k(k +1) , k even 

. [ ! -* + 2^ ( * + 1 ) ] 2 ' kodd 

Qw(a) = l^(a)=[ | -*+~i fc( i fc + l ) j [ - |+A: + l - ^ * ( t + l)J. 

(55a) 

Q«(a) = (556) 

(55c) 

The functions Q«,(a), ^ ^ ( a ) and ii„(a) are plotted in figure 11a. The maximum value 

of Q ^ a ) is 6 - 4yJ2 = 0.343 and occurs when a = V2~; that is, die channel aspect ratio should be 

such that 

r~V2' (56) 

The values of the other efficiencies when a = V2 are Qoe(V2) = 3^/2-4 = 0.243 and 

Q«(V2) = (1 - V2)2 = 0.172. For values of a > 2 the number of photons that are focused in one 

dimension remains fairly constant at half the incident flux, and the efficiencies of the focal square 

and background oscillate around a value of 0.25. Both these efficiencies approach 0.25 as a 

approaches infinity. 

The intensity profile of the two dimensional focus of the optimised plate is then given by 
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^ ''mix J\ ' a u J 
0<|J t |< ( 1 - 1 / ^ 2 ) ^ ; 

0 < | 3 ' i < ( l - l / ^ ) f r M X 

0< |y |< ( l -W2) f t 1 D „ 

0< | j t |< ( l - l /V2)6 1 M X ; 

(\-l/J2)bjm<\y\<baJ2 

(l-l/yl2)batlL<\y\<baJ2; 

(l-\fyl2)baa<\y\<baJ2, 
*-£ 

(57) 

1 - 2| y I 

where b^ = (1 +MT)d is the side-length of the focal square. From this it can be seen that the 

FWHM of the focal square, as well as the FWHM of the focal lines (along the line y=0) in this 

particular case is (1/V2-0.25)(1 +MT)d. The average intensities of the focal square, the lines 

and the diffuse background with the same point source considered above are given by equations 

(25), substituting yc for G^. The ratio of average intensities into the focal square and lines for 

the optimised plate (a = \2) will be 

2V2U 
IJU. (58) 

a=V2 d% 

The simplest way to calculated the efficiencies of a segmented plate with eight-fold 

symmetry is to integrate the local reflecting efficiency, equation (9), over the area of each seg

ment. The integrals have been calculated directly for a < 2 to give the collection efficiency for 

segmented plates: 

ff«,«*H 
a 

2A/2 
a < 1 

^ - - - ( 4 + V2)a+-(2 + >/2)-2(2 + V2)- + (14 + 5 ^ ) — -
>.2 3 2 a 12a 

(59a) 
1 < a < 2 
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ff„«x) = 

a 2 2 + ^2 
.+—z—a a < l 2A/2 

2 (596) 
a + ^ ( 3 + V2)a-3-2>/2+|(2 + >^)--- i-(14 + 3 ^ j - \ 1 < a < 2 
2 3 V ' 2 V 'a 12 a 

a 2 2 + V2 , 
a+1 a<l 

Cl'Ja) = 2>/2 3 
t- 1- r- • < 5 9 c ) tf 2,„ 1- . 3>/2 2 + V2 (14 + V2), _ _ _ ( 2 + V 2 ) a + 2 + — — - + ^ i ] l < a < 2 

Here fl^, measures the efficiency of one dimensional focusing onto two sets of lines oriented at 

an angle Jt/4 to each other. The efficiency of each of the four lines is equal to £%,/2. The maximum 

value of Q ,̂ is 0.480 and occurs at a = V2~. This is the same optimisation condition as for 

unsegmented flat plates. With this condition the amount of flux relative to the incident flux that 

is focused in one dimension for an optimised plate is 2ii^(V2J = 0.389 and the relative amount 

of flux that is unfocused is G£e(V2) = 0.131. The efficiencies for a segmented plate are graphed 

against a in figure lib. 

The ratio of intensity in the focal square to intensity in the focal lines for the segmented 

plate is higher than that for the unsegmented plate. The reason for this is that the segmented plate 

distributes one dimensionally focused rays in to four lines instead of two. When a = \ 2 the ratio 

of intensities for the segmented plate is 

'JU^i^ (60) 

which is 1.7 times larger than the ratio for an optimised unsegmented plate. 

7 SOFT X-RAY CASE 

The soft x-ray regime was defined as the energies where the reflectivity may be 

approximated by a linear function of the grazing angle of reflection, and is given by equation 

(48). The maximum angle of reflection is 6m, and so a = tQjd. The profile function/,, (equation 

(21)) is given by 
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/o(z;a)= Zf t = Z f (1-6)7*8, 
i = 1 il J 
iodd * > > 

(61) 

where X'i is given by equation (22) and m is the maximum number of odd reflections possible 

on one set of parallel walls. The terms gj in the series are given by: 

A = f r i [ i l - e ) , + V > ** a 

If a > i + 1 then X< is given by equation (16b) and 

= Lift t- ' + l-Q'* 1 ( t t - i - l + z]* 1 

ft i + l l l « J I a J 
If i - 1 < a < i then using equation (16c): 

(62) 

(63a) 

ft=1 
1 f a - i ' + l - z V + i 

i + H 
10 

a 
0 < z < a - i + l (636) 

a - j + l < z < l . 

Otherwise, if i < a < i + 1 then, using equation (16d): 

8i 

1 [ a - / + l - z 
i +11 a 

\i + l 
0 < z < / + l - a 

w^-r'-t^^)"' (63c) 
i + l - a < z <1 . 

It is easily seen that, using equation (16e), 

8o = -
1 0 < z < l - o c 

1-z 
L a 

l - a < z < 1. 
(63d) 

As in the hard x-ray case the intensity profiles of the one and two dimensional foci are given by 

equations (23) and (20), inserting the function series f0 given above, and substituting 6mfor Qma. 

To calculate the collection efficiencies of the various foci we must calculate the function 

/„ given by 

fe(z;a) = g0+ I ft, 
1=2 

(64) 
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where m is the maximum number of even reflections from one set of parallel walls in the plate. 

The efficiency functions F0 and Feare found term by term by integrating the terms &. This gives 

F 0 (a)=SG,-(a), (65a) 
; = i 
• odd 

where 

and for i *• 0: 

F e(a) = G 0 (a )+ZC i (a ) , 
• odd 

G0(a) = 
1-? 0<a<l 

2 
_1_ 
2a 

a > l , 

(656) 

(66a) 

G,(a)=- a 
(»-»l)(i+2) 

1 -
i - l 
a 

V-'"° ' + 2 

a 
i - l 
a 

j - l < a < i 

V+2 
i < a < i +1 

V + 2 'i-ir. / 1 -
z + 1 

a 

V+2 

(666) 

a > / + 1. 

The efficiencies of the focal square, the focal lines, and the diffuse background, ie. £2 ,̂, Q«, and 

Q„, as calculated from F„ and Ft (see equation (29)) are shown in figure 12a, as well as the 

transmission of the plate as a function of a which is given by 

1(a) = n j a ) + 2Q„«x) + Qw(a). (67) 

The maximum value of Q„(a) is 0.0625 and occurs when a = 2. That is, an optimised 

plate for soft x-rays has a channel aspect ratio such that 

t 2. 
(68) 
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The efficiency of the one dimensional foci at this value of a is 2 ^ ( 2 ) = 0.130, the efficiency 

of the background is Q«(2) = 0.0678 and the transmission is 7\2) = 0.260. These efficiencies 

are much lower than the efficiencies for the hard x-ray model, but the angular acceptance of the 

plate is larger for soft x-rays. To quantitatively compare these, typical values are yc = 5 mrad 

and 0,,, = 0.1 rad. With these values, the solid angle of acceptance of the plate for soft x-rays is 

about 400 times that for hard x-rays. Thus with two normal plates optimised for soft and hard 

x-rays respectively, with the same source to plate distance, the intensity of the soft x-ray focus 

will be approximately 100 times as intense as the hard x-ray focus. 

The intensity profile of the square focus for the optimised plate is found from the general 

formula, equation (20), and the profile function/,, equation (61) to be given by 

r ( N_ Nx& (I 2 '*'Yi 2 'yQ 

0<\x\<baJ2;0<\y\<biaJ2. (69) 

The FWHM of the focal square and lines is thus (1 + MT)d/2. 

The ratio of intensities of the two dimensional focus and the one dimensional foci is given 

by equation (30) and for the optimised plate is 

I ll I =(1.92)^7. (70) 

The ratio for the hard x-ray case (with an unsegmented plate) is almost three times the ratio for 

the soft x-ray case. 

8 MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 

8.1 Simulations of Square-Channel Plates 

A computer program was written to simulate the focusing of x-rays by the channel plates 

described in this paper. The program traces rays from a source through a channel plate of radius 

R to be recorded in one or more two dimensional arrays at planes behind the plate. The directions 

of the rays are generated at random over a solid angle range which encompasses the maximum 
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angle Q„J%. If an extended source is to be simulated then the initial position of the ray is also 

generated randomly. An analytical reflectivity function, or a file of reflectivity data from other 

calculations can be used in the simulation. The program also keeps count of the number of times 

rays are reflected by walls parallel to the X- and Y-axis, and thus calculates the reflection effi

ciencies &„. 

The calculations presented in this paper were tested by simulating with the reflectivity 

functions in equations (47), the "hard" x-ray case, and (48), the "soft" x-ray case. Various values 

for d, t, Qnn, /„ and R were chosen in the simulations, and a selection of the results are shown 

in the figures. In figures 13a and 13b comparisons are made of the profiles of the focal square 

intensity for optimised plates along the X-axis, with the two reflectivity functions, as generated 

from the simulations and as calculated from equation (57) (hard x-ray case) and equation (69) 

(soft x-ray case). The parameters used in the calculations were d = 25 p.m, /, = 60 mm, and rj = 

1. In the hard x-ray case t = 3.5 mm and yc = 10 mrad, while in the soft x-ray case t = 0.5 mm 

and 6 m = 0.1 rad. In the simulations 2 x 107 rays were traced from a point source over a solid 

angle of4x lO^sterad for the hardx-ray case and5x 106within4x 10"2sterad for the softx-ray 

case. The gain in intensity achieved at the plane 120 mm from the source by inserting the channel 

plates was 2.3 x 103 in the hard x-ray case and 5.8 x 104 in the soft x-ray case. 

Monte Carlo computations were also used to confirm the calculations of focusing efficiency 

of the channel plates with the two reflectivity functions. In figure 1 la the focusing efficiencies 

Q^ are plotted vs. the parameter a for the hard x-ray reflectivity function. In this set of simulations 

t was varied while other parameters were kept constant at d = 10 \xm, I, = 100 mm, yc = 10 mrad, 

and M r = 1. For each simulation 106 rays were followed. Other simulations have been performed 

in which other parameters were varied and it was seen that Q.^ only depends on a. The results 

of simulations of the efficiency Q^ with the soft x-ray reflectivity function is shown in figure 

12b. Again t was varied, and the other parameters were kept fixed at d = 10 |im, /, = 100 mm, 

0 m = 0.1 rad, and MT = 1. As is seen in the figures agreement is excellent, thus confirming the 

calculations presented in this paper and validating the approximations used. 
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Data arrays of the image of a point source of hard x-rays are shown in figure 14a for a flat 

plate and in figure 14b for a flat segmented plate. The latter case was computed using a modified 

version of the Monte Carlo code. The parameters used were /, = ld = 60 mm, yc = 10 mrad, Tj = 

93%, d = 25 urn, t = 3.5 mm, and MT =• 1. The data arrays consisted of 128 x 128 pixels each 10 

\im square. 

The hard x-ray reflectivity function is a very good approximation to the more realistic 

function, equation (46), derived from the Fresnel equations. However in the soft x-ray regime 

it can be seen from figure 10 that equation (48) is only a first order approximation. Monte Carlo 

computations were performed using reflectivities calculated from equation (46), for wavelengths 

between 2.0 nm and 7.0 nm, to be compared with the efficiencies calculated in Section 7. For 

this comparison me angle 8 m had to be estimated for each reflectivity curve; this was done by 

fitting equation (48) to the data via a least-squares method. The reflectivity data was terminated 

at a certain minimum reflectivity before the fit was made so as to prevent the very low reflectivity 

data from skewing the gradient of the fitted line. For die simulations used, the reflectivity data 

was cut off at 10% of its maximum value. The focusing efficiencies calculated from these 

simulations are plotted against a in figure 12c for the soft x-ray case. In these simulations the 

thickness t was varied and other parameters kept constant. The values of these parameters were 

l, = lj = 60mm, 1] = 93%, d = 25(xm, and MT = 1. The efficiency calculated in Section 7 is also 

plotted in this figure. 

8.2 Comparison with Circular-Channel Plates 

Monte-Carlo simulations have been computed in the hard x-ray case for circular-channel 

plates8'9 and it has been found24 that the intensity of the PSF is a maximum when tc%ldc = 1.35, 

where tc is the thickness of the plate and dc is the channel diameter. The intensity in the focal 

distribution has been found to vary with yjls, for an optimised plate. Also the PSF of the 

circular-channel plate follows a \/r dependence, for distances r in the image plane greater than 

(1 +MT)dc/2, and so the average intensity measured in a given circular collector, centred on the 

image, varies inversely with the collector diameter, c. 
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For flat square-channel plates, in the case of hard x-radiation, the average intensity is Im, 

given by equation (25a). Therefore, for optimised flat square- and circular-channel plates placed 

at the same distance from the source, the ratio of the average intensity in the focal distribution 

of the square-channel plate to the average intensity, lclRC, in a circular aperture of diameter c 

would obey 

Ulci*c~yJ,dd2. (71) 

Setting c = 2d, so that the diameter of the collector used to measure the circular-channel plate 

PSF is equal to the side-length of the PSF of the square-channel plate, then ljlCmc ^ iJJd. 

From computer simulation data it has been found that the constant of proportionality in this 

expression is equal to 0.67 ± 0.01 for flat optimised plates. Thus, when yc = 5 mrad, d = 10 fim 

loo = 0.34 x ls[mm\ IaRC and a square-channel plate would have a more intense focal distribution 

when ls > 3 mm, which would nearly always be the case. 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a design study of a class of x-ray focusing devices which consist of 

channel plates made with channels of square cross section. This is an extension on a theoretical 

and experimental study done on the use of microchannel plates as condensers and collimators 

of x-rays and neutrons which has appeared in papers by Wilkins et af and Chapman et af. We 

have shown that this new class of channel plates offers a significantly greater amount of focusing 

and condensing than plates based on the cylindrical channel design. No study has been made on 

the effects cf possible defects in the channel plates which may arise in their manufacture. A 

rounding of channel corners, bending or twisting of channels, an error in the angle between 

adjacent walls, or a roughness of channel walls leading to low reflectivities will reduce the 

efficiencies presented here, but even if such effects increase the aberration length and decrease 

the collection efficiency so that the focal intensity is decreased by a factor of 10 or more, such 

plates will remain very useful as beam concentrators and collimators for a range of x-ray sources. 
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The analysis in this paper has made u.sc of a theoretical mode! based on ray optics and 

developed in the paraxial approximation. Complementary to the model, Monte Carlo computer 

simulations have been used to verify the results predicted by the model. Excellent agreement 

has been found. The model requires the inclusion of a reflectivity function. In this paper two 

cases have been considered: one case for hard x-rays which reflect by total external reflection 

and another case for soft x-rays which are appreciably absorbed by the medium. The reflectivity 

functions used in these two cases are convenient idealisations, they are high and low energy 

limits to observed reflectivities. The procedure presented here can be applied to any integrable 

function representing the channel wall reflectivity. 

For plates with square channels, rays are focused in to a focal square and two orthogonal 

line foci. Also some proportion of rays which are transmitted by the plate remain unfocused. 

Expressions were derived for the collection ef ficie ncies (defined as the proportion of ray s entering 

channels which are focused) of the focal square, line foci and diffuse background. It was found 

that the collection efficiencies only depend on a parameter given by the product of the channel 

aspect ratio (tld) and the scaling angle of the reflectivity function (y. for the hard x-ray case and 

9„ for (he soft x-ray case). The maximum collection efficiency of regular channel plates is 

achievedif the aspect ratiosof the channels are such that <//r = YJ^2(nard x-ray case) or dlt = 0m/2 

(soft x-ray case). In the former case 34% of all rays within the solid angle of acceptance (2yJxf 

which enter channels will be condensed into a focal square of side-lsngth (1 + MT)d, whilst in 

the latter case 1% of all rays within the solid angle of acceptance of (2QJx? which enter channels 

will be condensed into a focal square of the same size. It has been shown that the collection 

efficiencies quoted above can be increased by modifying the channel plate structure. Such 

modifications involve segmenting the plate which, for the case of hard x-rays, increases the 

collection efficiency to 48%, or locally varying the plate thickness or channel width. The most 

appropriate modification would depend on the application. 
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Plates with square channels are true imaging devices, with some inherent aberrations due 

to finite channel size. The brightness of the image is proportional to the object brightness and 

independent of object to image distance, and the image is give", by a convolution of the object 

with the channel plate point spread function. 

A number of avenues exist for the manufacture of these devices. One method could involve 

electron-beam lithography. The difficulty with this method is in the achievement of highly 

reflective surfaces and in producing channels with a high enough aspect rat ;o lid. Hard x-rays, 

with a typical critical angle of 5 mrad, require channels with an aspect ratio tld of approximately 

300, while soft x-rays, with a typical cut-off angle of 0.1 rad, only require an aspect ratio of 20. 

One method which seems very promising is the LIGA process which is based on deep-etch 

synchrotron radiation lithography, electroforming, and moulding 2 5 , 2 6. 

To conclude, we believe that micro-channel arrays represent an interesting new direction 

in which to pursue x-ray optics. In particular arrays of square channels, as discussed here, show 

promise as robust, adaptable and effective x-ray condensers. We are currently investigating the 

manufacture of these devices. 
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Table 1: List of symbols used in the text and figures. 

e,e y angular coordinates with the source at origin. 

<P*.<Py angular coordinates with centre of plate curvature at origin 

*>y image plane coordinates 

UJ, source - plate, plate - image, and plate - detector distances; all positive 

when the object and image, or detector, are on opposite sides of the 

plate. 

R radius of curvature of the channel plate; positive when the plate is 

concave when viewed from the source. 

Tl open area ratio of channel plate. 

t plate thickness. 

d internal channel width. 

MTM, transverse, longitudinal magnification. 

X magnification parameter. 

Gmai maximum grazing angle of a ray to a channel wall. 

bnu* width of the focal square. 

a plate parameter, defined as tQmJd. 

* The integer part of a 

Z normalised image plane coordinate. 
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Tabic 1 continued. 

S.OJ.a.ce.) acceptance length and angle of a channel at 9,. reflecting n times 

from walls parallel to the K-axis. 

*.(0X) width of a beam along the A'-axis. at the focal plane, after reflecting 

n times from walls parallel to the >'-axis in the channel at 8,. 

c^e,) local reflection efficiency. 

*(8) channel reflectivity for grazing angle 6 

*"<e„e,) intensity of a beam at the focal plane after being reflected from the 

channel at (Gz, 0,). 

*„(*) interval of angular coordinates for which channels will reflect rays 

into a square of side-length 2x. 

A"B(z) dimensionless intervals, as defined by equation (22). 

'„(*.>') point spread function for rays reflecting from walls perpendicular to 

theX- and K-axes a number of times with parities/? and q respectively. 

/O(z;oc) one-dimensional profle function 

V efficiencies of the components of the PSF and proponion of rays 

transmitted by the plate. 

>V one-dimensional efficiency function. 

iV number of photons emitted per sec by the source. 

B„B, Spectral brightness of the source and image. 

e m ,Yc maximum grazing angles for the hard- and soft-x-ray cases. 

s, 3 real and imaginary parts of the unit decrement of the index of 

refraction. 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 
1. Ray diagram showing two views of a square cross section channel. Focusing is achieved by 

reflecting a ray from two orthogonal surfaces. 

2. Schematic diagram of a channel plate of thickness t focusing rays from a point source 5, a 

distance /, from the centre of the plate, onto a point /, a distance /, on the other side of the plate. 

3. Side views of a channel, showing the length 6,(6) for rays entering the channel at an angle 6 

in the two cases that (a) 0 - <j)< dlt and (b) dlt<Q-§< 2d/t. Rays are reflected once from the 

outermost wall if they enter the channel within a distance 5,(0) from the outermost wall in case 

(a), or the innermost wall in case (b). 

4. Rays are directed into four general directions depending on the entrance point of the ray on 

the front face of the channel. In the diagrams the spot marks the point at which the ray intersects 

the front face of the channel. If the ray enters within the rectangle of area 8,(9X)8I(6>) as shown 

in (a) then it is focused in two dimensions. Entering other regions rays are focused onto the 

K-axis (b), unfocused (c), or focused onto the X-axis (d). 

5. Plot of the functions 8„(0), given by equation (7). 

6. Plot of z = e, ,(6,, 0y) with 7?(0) = 1 plotted against the coordinates (x,y) where x - tQx/d and 

y=tQy/d. 

7. Ray diagram showing the definitions of the aberration angle a(0) and aberration length b(Q) 

for rays reflecting in the channel at 9. The aberration is caused by the fact that a single channel 

does not focus rays, but merely reflects them. 

8. Plots of the aberration length, showing the intervals in 0 for which b(Q)/2 > x. Plot (a) shows 

the intervals XJx) for i = 1, 3, 5. Plots (b) and (c) show the interval XJx) for the cases 

(m - 1 )dl(tx) < 0 m ? s < md/Ux) and mdl(tx) < 0 m a x < (m + 1 )dl(tx) respectively. 

9. A segmented plate with square cross section channels and eight-fold symmetry. In the hard 

x-ray case this design has a maximum efficiency of focusing rays in two dimensions of 48%, 

compared with 34% for a plate with four-fold symmetry. 
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10. Calculated reflectivities of perfectly smooth Si0 2 with p = 2.2 gem3 for soft x-rays with 

wavelengths (a) 20A, (b) 25k, (c) 30A. (d) 35k, (e) 40A. if) 45A, (g) 5CA, (h) 60A, (i) 70A. 

Curve (a) is at a wavelength below the oxygen K-edge, whilst the rest of the curves are at longer 

wavelengths than the oxygen edge. 

11. Plots of focusing efficiency against a(= tyjd) with hard x-rays and for (a) an unsegmented 

plate and (b) a segmented plate. Lines are plots of equations (55) and (59) and data points are 

results from Mo.ite Carlo simulations. Maximum two dimensional focusing efficiency Q^, occurs 

when a = 

12. Plots of collection efficiencies against a(= t%Jd) for a flat plate and for soft x-rays, (a) 

Collection efficiencies and plate transmission as calculated, (b) Plot of il O T against cc(= tQjd). 

The line is calculated and the data points are results from simulations, (c) Plots of focusing 

efficiencies for plates with reflectivities given by those in figure 10. The points are results of 

Monte Carlo simulations. The values of a were obtained by fitting equation (48) to the 

reflectivities in figure 10, via a least squares regression, to estimate 9m. The solid line is Q.00 as 

calculated. 

13. Intensity profiles of the focal square of a flat channel plate for the hard x-ray case (a), and 

soft x-ray case (b). The solid lines show the results of Monte Carlo simulations and the broken 

lines are the profiles predicted by equations (57) and (69) for the hard x-ray case and soft x-ray 

case respectively. The parameters used were: d - 25um, /,= 60mm, and r\ - 100%. For the hard 

x-ray case / = 3.5 mm and yc = 10 mrad, and for the soft x-ray case t = 0.5 mm and 6 m = 0.1 rad. 

14. Plots of the point spread functions of an optimised flat plate (a), and an optimised flat seg

mented plate (b), calculated by Monte Carlo simulations. The simulation parameters for both 

cases were: t = 3.5 mm, d = 25(lm, /, = 60 mm, rj = 92%, y. = 10 mrad, MT=\. In the simulations 

5 x 1()5 rays were followed from a point source into a solid angle 2nfr and through the plate. 

Values of points represent counts in square pixels of side-length 40 (im. 
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